Mobile Intelligence Center
Accelerate mobile threat investigations with real-time access to the world’s largest mobile dataset

Overview
Lookout’s Mobile Intelligence Center enables governments, carriers, and large enterprises to tap into the power of a vast mobile app database through an intuitive, web-based interface. The Mobile Intelligence Center offers access to an invaluable platform, providing data-driven insights that can accelerate app investigations and response times, while protecting mobile infrastructures, organizations, and individuals.

Only Lookout can provide this level of insight, leveraging our global sensor network of more than 100 million users and via exclusive security partnerships with some of the world’s largest app stores. The result is unparalleled mobile security insight that spans every geography, mobile network, and device.

Key Benefits

Obtain global visibility
Nearly every line of mobile code is analyzed; providing comprehensive visibility across apps, device models, and firmware

Accelerate investigation and response
Enable rapid, deep investigations into mobile apps across all geographies, carriers and devices

Track emerging threats
Gain over-the-horizon visibility to see emerging mobile threats through in-depth app analyses and behavioral profiling

Protect sensitive mobile networks
Investigate and monitor mobile attacks in real time to contain and prevent damage to sensitive mobile infrastructures

Boost analyst firepower
Get a direct line to the most knowledgeable mobile security team in the world with the Threat Investigation Support add-on
Features

- Web-based search platform covering over 23 million mobile applications and tens of thousands of phone models and OS versions
- Search filters for geography, source, behavior, IP address, file hash (SHA1 or MD5), developer’s signature hash, package name, risk score, communication patterns, and much more. Search on single filters or combine them, adding additional filters on the fly to quickly and easily find that needle in a haystack
- Mobile device forensics interface enables quick triage of high value devices
- Export query results to downloadable spreadsheets

About Lookout

Lookout has developed the world’s largest cloud-based platform for mobile security, keeping more than 100 million people safe from mobile threats. Our solution combines a real-time view of the world’s mobile data with powerful machine intelligence to dynamically identify and eliminate threats that evade traditional defenses.

By stopping attacks before they cause harm, Lookout provides both individuals and enterprises the assurance they need to live and work freely in a connected world. The technology is backed by solid partnerships forged with leading mobile network operators, including AT&T, Sprint, T-Mobile, Deutsche Telekom, Orange and EE, each of which has selected Lookout as their preferred mobile security solution. Headquartered in San Francisco, Lookout has offices in Boston, London and Tokyo.

For more information or to set up trial access to the Mobile Intelligence Center, please contact platform@lookout.com.